Getting to the ADRC using public transportation

From The South
1. Take the **UC San Diego Blue Line** of the Trolley heading north towards **America Plaza**.
2. Get off on **12th & Imperial Transit Center**.
3. Transfer onto **Sycuan Green Line** headed towards **Santee**.
4. Get off on **Old Town Transit Center**.
5. Walk towards the **bus area** closer to **Congress Street**.
6. Take bus **150 (UTC/VA Med Center Express)**.
7. Get off on **Gilman Drive & Myers Drive** (4 stops).
8. When off the bus and facing the street, start walking to your right towards the VA and Jacobs Medical Center.
9. You’ll go over a bridge and get to a **stop sign**. Turn **left** at the stop onto **Medical Center Drive**.
10. Once on Medical Center Drive you’ll see a **3 story building** to your **right**
11. The 3 story building is the **East Campus Office Building (ECOB)** and the **Shiley-Marcos Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center**

Alternate Route:
1. After arriving at **Old Town Transit Center**
2. Walk towards **Congress Street**
3. On the side of the transit center there will be a **UCSD shuttle stop**
4. Take the **UCSD Hillcrest/Medical Center shuttle**
5. After **3 stops** get off on **Jacobs Medical Center North**
6. You’ll see Jacobs Medical Center to the right and **East Campus Office Building (ECOB)** will be on the **left** (you’ll be arriving to the building from the back)
From The North
(Example: Del Mar, CA)

1. You may take the **101 bus (La Jolla VA/ UTC)**
2. Get off on **Gilman Drive & Myers Drive** (stops depend on where you are coming from)
3. Then follow above instructions

(Example: Rancho Bernardo)

1. You may take the **945 bus (Rancho Bernardo Station)** to the **Rancho Bernardo Transit Station**
2. Then the **235 bus (Downtown)** to the **Miramar College Transit Station**
3. Board the **237 bus (UCSD)**
4. Get off on **Gilman Drive & Myers Drive** (10 stops)
5. Then follow above instructions